Which workshop did you
participate in today?

What grade level do you What content area(s) do What content area(s) do Please share one new
currently teach?
you teach?
you teach?
thing you learned
today.

Please share one new
thing you will commit
to trying in your own
classroom.

Was there anything that Overall, what rating
What topics related to writing Is there anything else that
was not useful? Please would you give today's instruction would you most you would like us to know?
explain.
workshop?
like to learn about? What are
your biggest needs in
engaging and teaching your
students? Please select all
that interest you and/or feel
free to add other ideas at the
end.
Teaching writing in a virtual
No
5
format

Effective Feedback for Reading 9-12
and Writing Assignments

Special Education

Special Education

Simplify rubric

Effective Feedback for Reading 9-12
and Writing Assignments

Special Education

Special Education

Single point rubrics

Effective Feedback for Reading 9-12
and Writing Assignments

Special Education

Special Education

Effective Feedback for Reading 3
and Writing Assignments

Special Education

RSP

I learned about single
point rubrics.

Single point rubrics

Effective Feedback for Reading 6
and Writing Assignments

Multiple Subject
(Elementary)

Multiple Subject
(Elementary)

Single point rubric

4

Effective Feedback for Reading 9-12
and Writing Assignments

Special Education

Special Education

Single point rubric.

I will try to provide more no
personal feedback rather
than "red pen" feedback.
Choice Board

Effective Feedback for Reading 6
and Writing Assignments

Multiple Subject
(Elementary)

Multiple Subject
(Elementary)

I learned about book
snaps.

Book snaps.

5

Effective Feedback for Reading 9-12
and Writing Assignments

English Language Arts

English Language Arts

Simplifying rubrics.

I will commit to creating none.
my own simplified rubrics.

5

Effective Feedback for Reading 9-12
and Writing Assignments

PE

PE

I really enjoyed the book
snaps.

Book snaps.

4

Effective Feedback for Reading 1
and Writing Assignments

Special Education

Special Education

A new type of ruberic

Effective Feedback for Reading 1
and Writing Assignments

Multiple Subject
(Elementary)

Multiple Subject
(Elementary)

Booksnaps

Using visuals for ruberics No
that are accesible for my
students
Booksnaps
no

Simplifying rubric

I've used rubrics in my
class, but never single
point rubrics. I plan on
using them in my class.
I really enjoyed the Book Book Snap
Snap task, and 1 Point
Rubric

5

Supporting students' writing
development

It was all awesome!

5

I loved everything we
learned!

5

Learning where to even begin Not at this time.
with writing instruction,
Supporting students' writing
development, Evaluating
students' writing, Teaching
writing in a virtual format
Supporting students' writing
No
development, Designing
meaningful writing assignments
Understanding the difference
between text type and genre

N/A

4

5
3

Using writing to support
students' SEL, Writing and
special education
Integrating writing into my
site/district curriculum,
Integrating writing into my
content area, Learning where to
even begin with writing
instruction, Evaluating students'
writing
Understanding the difference
between text type and genre,
Learning how to support
students in genre analysis,
Designing meaningful writing
assignments, Using writing to
support students' SEL
Integrating writing into my
N/A
content area, Teaching writing
in a virtual format
Teachijng writing to students
with mod/sev Autism
Integrating writing into my
site/district curriculum

no

Which workshop did you
participate in today?

What grade level do you What content area(s) do What content area(s) do Please share one new
currently teach?
you teach?
you teach?
thing you learned
today.

Please share one new
thing you will commit
to trying in your own
classroom.

Effective Feedback for Reading 7-8
and Writing Assignments

English Language Arts,
Social Science/History,
Special Education

English Language Arts,
Social Science/History,
Special Education

To grade off a single
point rubric instead of a
confusing, very wordy
rubric.

Single point rubric

Effective Feedback for Reading 6
and Writing Assignments

Special Education

Multiple Subject
(Elementary)

I learned how to make a
rubric for writing today. I
liked the book snap and
the peardeck.

Peardeck.

Effective Feedback for Reading 9-12
and Writing Assignments

Science

Science

I learned about a new
feedback tool- the single
point rubric.

I would like to try the
single point rubric,
especially within a
science class where we
don't do a lot of writing
instruction.

Effective Feedback for Reading 9-12
and Writing Assignments

Math

Math

That single point rubrics
are much more ideal.

Single point rubrics.

Was there anything that Overall, what rating
What topics related to writing Is there anything else that
was not useful? Please would you give today's instruction would you most you would like us to know?
explain.
workshop?
like to learn about? What are
your biggest needs in
engaging and teaching your
students? Please select all
that interest you and/or feel
free to add other ideas at the
end.
3
Supporting students' writing
development, Designing
meaningful writing
assignments, Evaluating
students' writing, Teaching
writing in a virtual format
It was a great training.
5
Integrating writing into my
content area, Learning where to
even begin with writing
instruction, Designing
meaningful writing assignments
I enjoyed this workshop 4
Integrating writing into my
and the instructors.
content area, Learning where to
even begin with writing
instruction, Supporting
students' writing development,
Designing meaningful writing
assignments
The reading part at the
4
Integrating writing into my
end, slide 26 on the
site/district curriculum,
Peardeck, wasn't too sure
Designing meaningful writing
what was going on here,
assignments, How to fix 5 years
of bad education that my
or what we had to do,
students received before my
since I was sent to a
class.
document that was view
only, so not sure how the
presenters were seeing
student work. Maybe
more instructions for this
slide.
Also in general I do not
have a high opinion of
these "workshops".
Nothing against the
presenters, they are
doing a great job. But I
have no interest in these
workshops. My students
write every day in my
class, the entire period,
with live feedback. Not
only this, but this is a
ROUGH year for
teachers, and giving up 3
hours for something I do
not have a strong interest
in on top of everything,
feels really bad.

Which workshop did you
participate in today?

What grade level do you What content area(s) do What content area(s) do Please share one new
currently teach?
you teach?
you teach?
thing you learned
today.

Effective Feedback for Reading 3
and Writing Assignments

Multiple Subject
(Elementary)

Effective Feedback for Reading 9-12
and Writing Assignments

Special Education

Please share one new
thing you will commit
to trying in your own
classroom.

Single point rubric, book
snaps

book snaps

PE

Different types of rubrics

Effective Feedback for Reading 9-12
and Writing Assignments

Science

single point rubrics

I will try using different
kinds of rubrics when
grading
single point rubrics

Effective Feedback for Reading 9-12
and Writing Assignments

Special Education

Special Education

the necessity for single
point rubrics

single point rubrics

Effective Feedback for Reading 3
and Writing Assignments

Special Education

RSP

I learned about single
point rubrics.

Single point rubrics

Was there anything that Overall, what rating
What topics related to writing
was not useful? Please would you give today's instruction would you most
explain.
workshop?
like to learn about? What are
your biggest needs in
engaging and teaching your
students? Please select all
that interest you and/or feel
free to add other ideas at the
end.
no
5
Learning where to even begin
with writing instruction,
Understanding the difference
between text type and genre,
Learning how to support
students in genre analysis,
Evaluating students' writing,
Teaching writing in a virtual
format
4
These workshops are
2
way too long, especially
since the TIP is already
invading our personal
time on a weekend after
we've worked 60+ hours
during the week and take
credential courses to
boot. I feel bad for the
presenters because I was
done by the end. We
learn in the credential
program to never put
students through direct
instruction for longer than
15 minutes. Obviously
we're adults, but why
wouldn't you use the
same research-based
techniques that teacher
educators preach? The
presenters did great
though!
loved every part
5

I loved everything we
learned!

5

Is there anything else that
you would like us to know?

Great writing training.
Presenters did a great job and
provided great information.

Providing feedback to students
on their writing

Learning where to even begin
with writing instruction,
Supporting students' writing
development, Learning how to
support students in genre
analysis, Designing meaningful
writing assignments, Providing
feedback to students on their
writing, Teaching writing in a
virtual format
Supporting students' writing
No
development, Designing
meaningful writing assignments

Which workshop did you
participate in today?

What grade level do you What content area(s) do What content area(s) do Please share one new
currently teach?
you teach?
you teach?
thing you learned
today.

Please share one new
thing you will commit
to trying in your own
classroom.

Writing in a Virtual World
Focusing on Emergent
Bilingual Students
Writing in a Virtual World
Focusing on Emergent
Bilingual Students
Writing in a Virtual World
Focusing on Emergent
Bilingual Students

7-8

Integrating the use of
Jamboard for poetry
responses.

Jamboard for CFUs.

How to use jamboard

Jamboard for jigsaws

No

5 Learning where to even begin
with writing instruction,
Supporting students' writing
development, Understanding
the difference between text
type and genre, Designing
meaningful writing
assignments, Providing
feedback to students on their
writing, Teaching writing in a
virtual format

Writing in a Virtual World
Focusing on Emergent
Bilingual Students
Writing in a Virtual World
Focusing on Emergent
Bilingual Students
Writing in a Virtual World
Focusing on Emergent
Bilingual Students

9-12

English Language Arts

English Language Arts

6 Science

Science

5 Special Education

English Language Arts,
Math

Was there anything that Overall, what rating
What topics related to writing Is there anything else that
was not useful? Please would you give today's instruction would you most you would like us to know?
explain.
workshop?
like to learn about? What are
your biggest needs in
engaging and teaching your
students? Please select all
that interest you and/or feel
free to add other ideas at the
d
Presentation was fine.
4 Designing
meaningful writing
N/A
assignments
5

Special Education

Special Education

Science

Science

Emergent Bilingual
Learners

Jamboard

The resources for
students

4 Teaching writing in a virtual
format

Special Education

New technologies for
Emergent Bilingual
students

Trying to engage in new
writing techniques for all
my students.

Everything was very
helpful.

5 Integrating writing into my
No.
site/district curriculum, Learning
where to even begin with
writing instruction, Supporting
students' writing development,
Designing meaningful writing
assignments, Providing
feedback to students on their
writing, Evaluating students'
writing

6 Special Education

Writing in a Virtual World
Focusing on Emergent
Bilingual Students
Writing in a Virtual World
Focusing on Emergent
Bilingual Students

9-12

Math

Math

The way we label
students effects them

More writing

no

3 Integrating writing into my
content area

7-8

Math

Math

Perspective of the
student and how to
address there literacy
needs for EL

All of what was provided

NA

5 Math and EL

Writing in a Virtual World
Focusing on Emergent
Bilingual Students

K

Special Education

Special Education

I learned what Jamboard Reading more poems
was

Everything was very
informational

5 Understanding the difference
between text type and genre,
Using writing to support
students' SEL

Please make these workshops
shorter. As interns it is difficult
to give up time. I am not asking
to bring the expectation down
but I am asking you to be
thoughtful of your students too.
Thank you
no

Which workshop did you
participate in today?

What grade level do you What content area(s) do What content area(s) do Please share one new
currently teach?
you teach?
you teach?
thing you learned
today.

Writing in a Virtual World
Focusing on Emergent
Bilingual Students

5 Multiple Subject
(Elementary), Special
Education

Please share one new
thing you will commit
to trying in your own
classroom.

Multiple Subject
(Elementary), Special
Education

I learned about the
I want to try jamboard.
reclassification or newer
classification students
who are learning English
or another language.

Was there anything that Overall, what rating
What topics related to writing Is there anything else that
was not useful? Please would you give today's instruction would you most you would like us to know?
explain.
workshop?
like to learn about? What are
your biggest needs in
engaging and teaching your
students? Please select all
that interest you and/or feel
free to add other ideas at the
d
No. .
5 Integrating
writing into my

Writing in a Virtual World
Focusing on Emergent
Bilingual Students

9-12

Math

Math

Jamboard

I will try Jamboard

Writing in a Virtual World
Focusing on Emergent
Bilingual Students

K

Special Education

English Language Arts,
Social Science/History,
Science, Math, Art, PE,
Special Education

new resources to try in
the classroom

google thin slides

Writing in a Virtual World
Focusing on Emergent
Bilingual Students

9-12

Math

Math

I learned about different
activities to help my
bilingual students to feel
comfortable to participate.

I am planning on
NA
implementing flip-grid and
Jamboard to collect
responses.

Special Education

I learned how to use
different applications to
use during this time such
as flipgrid, symbol and
more. Jesus was
wonderful and
knowledgeable.
I learned to use jam
board as a good way to
provide sentence frames
and increase student
participation.

I will definitely implement Everything was very
these different
helpful and useful.
applications in my
classroom, I will also use
the sentence starters or
sentence frames for
bilingual students.
I will give jam board a try No
to check for
understanding.

Writing in a Virtual World
Focusing on Emergent
Bilingual Students

Writing in a Virtual World
Focusing on Emergent
Bilingual Students

1 Special Education

9-12

Math

Math

Presenter was not
knowledgeable about
zoom so the session was
not smooth. Using
Jamboard would be
helpful in a math
classroom but I wish
other materials would've
been more helpful.
everything was helpful

site/district curriculum,
Integrating writing into my
content area, Designing
meaningful writing
assignments, Using writing to
support students' SEL,
Teaching writing in a virtual
format
2 Integrating writing into my
I would like to see topics that
content area, Learning where to relate to integrating writing into
even begin with writing
a math classroom
instruction, Designing
meaningful writing
assignments, Teaching writing
in a virtual format
4 Learning where to even begin
with writing instruction,
Supporting students' writing
development, Designing
meaningful writing
assignments, Using writing to
support students' SEL,
Teaching writing in a virtual
format
4 Integrating writing into my
content area, Learning where to
even begin with writing
instruction, Supporting
students' writing development
5 Learning where to even begin
with writing instruction, Using
writing to support students'
SEL, Teaching writing in a
virtual format
5 Integrating writing into my
content area

Not at the moment.

Which workshop did you
participate in today?

What grade lev What content area(s) do What content area(s) do Please share one new Please share one new Was there anything that Overall, what rating
you teach?
you teach?
thing you learned today. thing you will commit to was not useful? Please would you give today's
trying in your own
explain.
workshop?
classroom.

Artistic Investigation and
Inquiry into Art

4

Special Education

Special Education

Artistic Investigation and
Inquiry into Art
Artistic Investigation and
Inquiry into Art

3
K

Multiple Subject
(Elementary)
Multiple Subject
(Elementary), Special
Education

Multiple Subject
(Elementary)
Multiple Subject
(Elementary), Special
Education

Artistic Investigation and
Inquiry into Art

9-12

Special Education

Artistic Investigation and
Inquiry into Art

9-12

Artistic Investigation and
Inquiry into Art

The importance of
creativity and
incorporating art into
education.

Integrating art and
Not sure.
opportunities for creative
output in my teaching

4

What topics related to writing
instruction would you most
like to learn about? What are
your biggest needs in
engaging and teaching your
students? Please select all
that interest you and/or feel
free to add other ideas at the
end.
Writing for students with modsevere disabilities

Is there anything else that
you would like us to know?

As a SPED teacher for
students with mod-severe
disabilities it would be helpful if
there were PD's offered that
were more pertinent to SPED
teachers and their current
needs.

5

Evaluating students' writing

Using PowerPoint slides Using PowerPoint slides
and having students write and having students write
a response
a response

4

Special Education

Having students write
and reflect on their art

letting me students be
creative

2

Music

Music

How to integrate visual
art with a performing art
subject

Creating more
N/A
opportunities for visual art
as a means of expression

4

4

Multiple Subject
(Elementary)

Multiple Subject
(Elementary)

I will commit to trying the No. This was the most
5
creative writing with a
useful saturday workshop
so far. Thank you.
PowerPoint during RTI.

Artistic Investigation and
Inquiry into Art

9-12

Instrumental Music
(Orchestra)

Incorporating activities for Didn't see link between
self expression.
writing and the collage.

3

Integrating writing into my
content area

Artistic Investigation and
Inquiry into Art

3

Special Education

Special Education

I learned how to get the
students to get into
creative writing by using a
PowerPoint trough
Nearpod.
Ways to get students
focused on a concept to
create about.
The use of art to develop
different writing skills and
the creative process

Learning where to even begin
with writing instruction,
Teaching writing in a virtual
format
Learning where to even begin Provide a SPED workshop
with writing instruction,
Supporting students' writing
development, Workshop on
SPED
Integrating writing into my
content area, Understanding
the difference between text
type and genre
Providing feedback to students Thank you!
on their writing, Evaluating
students' writing

Guiding a development
process for the use of
writing and art

5

Artistic Investigation and
Inquiry into Art

9-12

Special Education

Special Education

I learned the importance
of promoting creativity
and growth in students.

5

Artistic Investigation and
Inquiry into Art

7-8

Special Education

Special Education

How to bring art into any
classroom

I really liked the first
N/A
exercise where a picture
was presented and we
responded to it. I would
like to do that in my
classroom.
I will try out that new way N/A
of taking notes

Supporting students' writing
development, Designing
meaningful writing
assignments, Evaluating
students' writing
Integrating writing into my
N/A
content area, Supporting
students' writing development,
Evaluating students' writing,
Teaching writing in a virtual
format
Integrating writing into my
site/district curriculum,
Supporting students' writing
development, Designing
meaningful writing assignments

5

Which workshop did you
participate in today?

What grade lev What content area(s) do What content area(s) do Please share one new Please share one new Was there anything that Overall, what rating
you teach?
you teach?
thing you learned today. thing you will commit to was not useful? Please would you give today's
trying in your own
explain.
workshop?
classroom.

Artistic Investigation and
Inquiry into Art

9-12

Artistic Investigation and
Inquiry into Art

Science

Science

Special Education

Special Education

Artistic Investigation and
Inquiry into Art

1

Special Education, 1st3rd grade

Multiple Subject
(Elementary)

Artistic Investigation and
Inquiry into Art

7-8

Special Education

Special Education

Artistic Investigation and
Inquiry into Art

9-12

Music

Music

Artistic Investigation and
Inquiry into Art

9-12

Music

Music

Nothing I can think of.
4
Really appreciated the
different ways to
introduce opportunities
for students to reflect and
grow on their creativity.
One new thing that I
learned from todays
lesson was that students
can create their own
sketchbook but also I
liked the process map as
well.
The importance of
fostering and
encouraging creativity in
the classroom.

I will try to use the
process map.

Incorporating concept
map & art into having
students share and think
about central ideas or
any idea in general.
I learned more about
myself and identify as a
person and teacher. The
collage technique was
very informative about
myself. Thank you.

The one and only
technique we learned
today about concept
maps.

Collage presentation is
cool!

Doing a collage with my
kiddos!

Using free range art to
learn about students

The collage technique
would be great to do in
my classes

No, this was by far my
favorite workshop that I
have attended yet in the
teacher internship
program. I loved it!!
These ladies are
amazing.
no

What topics related to writing
instruction would you most
like to learn about? What are
your biggest needs in
engaging and teaching your
students? Please select all
that interest you and/or feel
free to add other ideas at the
end.
Integrating writing into my
content area, Designing
meaningful writing
assignments, Providing
feedback to students on their
writing

5

Designing meaningful writing
assignments

4

Integrating writing into my
content area, Supporting
students' writing development,
Special education writing
needs, methods of getting
students to better fine motor
and holding wiritng utensils,
keeping attention to task
Writing for students who are
mod/severe disabilities.

Would pose difficult for
4
my students because all
of them cannot write or
create sentences on their
own.
Nope! All great!
5

All of it. I think infusing art 5
techniques with music is
a great way to engage
students.

Is there anything else that
you would like us to know?

Enjoyed your workshop, thank
you again!

not at this time

Integrating writing into my
Great job!!!
site/district curriculum,
Integrating writing into my
content area, Learning where
to even begin with writing
instruction, Providing feedback
to students on their writing,
Evaluating students' writing,
Teaching writing in a virtual
format

